
 

TE3N is a thriller with sci-fi elements, starring Amitabh Bachchan. The film tells the story of three engineers who are in search
of immortality. Rajeev Kaul, played by Amitabh Bachchan, believes he can achieve this goal by cloning himself until he has
made an army of himself to take over the world. Instead, his experiments go horribly wrong and all hell breaks loose in what
goes down in history as 'The Black Day'. Years later, Amitabh Bachchan's son, Shashank Kaul (Rajeev Kaul's clone) is now a
police officer. He is still trying to find his father and bring him to justice. Along with his partner, Avantika (Niharika Konidela),
they encounter a new ghost-like monster called TE3N (pronounced Tein). The movie released on 8 August 2015. When Rajeev
Kaul was developing new technology to make cloning possible, he had an accident and the technology was lost. Years later,
Rajeev has completed building a duplicate of his laboratory and continues his research of cell regeneration and cloning.
Maintaining Rajeev's progress, he produces a baby girl (Niharika Konidela) and takes her home, where she meets his wife
(Anuja Iyer) and their two teenage children. Subsequently, Rajeev's research causes the company to go bankrupt and his wife
dies of a heart attack. After this incident, he is fired by the company and soon becomes homeless. He takes advantage of the
coincidence and redevelops his own clone. He uses the clone to drop-in on employee parties and soon develops emotional
attachments with his employees. Meanwhile, Rajeev's clone helps him investigate the incidents that took place before he came
into work as a cop. Using his clone's connections, Rajeev finds Billy (Manav Kaul) and brings him to the lab so that he could
clone himself, but Billy is already dead. To create a new body for his clone, Rajeev uses parts from Billy. When Rajeev's clone
wakes up after the surgery, he kills the guard and runs away. The next day, Shashank finds out that his father has gone missing
after visiting Billy's house. He sees the news on TV about the attack on Billys house and suspects that Rajeev was responsible
for it. Avantika tells Shashank to calm down, but Shashank becomes more suspicious of his father. Shashank finds out that
Rajeev's clone is in the garage. He hides in the car to avoid suspicion and sees Rajeev's clone leave with his wife. Avantika takes
Shashank to the garage so they could chase after Rajeev's clone. When Shashank gets out of the car, he finds Rajeev's clone in
an old van that belongs to Billy. The van drives off when Shashank pulls open the door, but he is able to catch up with it when it
stops at a gas station.
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